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**Problem statement**
- This thesis addresses an issue of ineffective updates of data lineage storage in a graph database Titan used in tool Manta Flow.
- The time spent on updating a change was directly proportional to the overall size of all data, regardless the change size - only Full update was possible.

**Goal of the thesis**
- The main goal of this thesis was to design and implement Incremental update of the data lineage storage → update only the changed data and avoid unnecessary updates of the unchanged data.

**Improved data model**
- Data model is a tree structure
- Each edge and vertex has its revision validity stored on an edge
- Former data model uses closed end revisions → impossible to update only a part of the graph
- New data model introduces subrevisions and new representation of end revisions
- New data model allows to update only a changed part of the graph

**New update method**
1. Create input subgraph representing the changed data (delta)
2. Merge input subgraph to the database graph starting from the root
3. When the corresponding subgraph in the database is reached during merging, its latest version is stored in history and the new subgraph version is added

**Performance testing**
- Small changes: Incremental update is significantly faster than Full update
- Large changes: Incremental update has a similar performance as Full update
- Full update time performance on the new data model is similar to Full update time performance on the former data model

**Results**
- Incremental update is very effective and allows fast updates (esp. small changes)
- New data model and update method is already deployed in the product version of software tool Manta Flow
- Results of the thesis are applicable in another graph database oriented apps